Given the growing importance of large-scale graph analytics, there is a need to improve the performance of graph analysis frameworks without compromising on productivity. GraphMat is our solution to bridge this gap between a user-friendly graph analytics framework and native, hand-optimized code. GraphMat functions by taking vertex programs and mapping them to high performance sparse matrix operations in the backend. We thus get the productivity benefits of a vertex programming framework without sacrificing performance. GraphMat is a single-node multicore graph framework written in C++ which has enabled us to write a diverse set of graph algorithms with the same effort compared to other vertex programming frameworks. GraphMat performs 1.1-7X faster than high performance frameworks such as GraphLab, CombBLAS and Galois. GraphMat also matches the performance of MapGraph, a GPU-based graph framework, despite running on a CPU platform with significantly lower compute and bandwidth resources. It achieves better multicore scalability (13-15X on 24 cores) than other frameworks and is 1.2X off native, hand-optimized code on a variety of graph algorithms. Since GraphMat performance depends mainly on a few scalable and well-understood sparse matrix operations, GraphMat can naturally benefit from the trend of increasing parallelism in future hardware.
INTRODUCTION
Studying relationships among data expressed in the form of graphs has become increasingly important. Graph processing has become an important component of bioinformatics [17] , social network analysis [21, 32] , traffic engineering [31] etc. With graphs getting larger and queries getting more complex, there is a need for graph analysis frameworks to help users extract the information they need with minimal programming effort.
There has been an explosion of graph programming frameworks in recent years [1, 3, 4, 5, 15, 19, 30] . All of them claim to provide good productivity, performance and scalability. However, a recent study has shown [28] that the performance of most frameworks is off by an order of magnitude when compared to native, hand- optimized code. Given that much of this performance gap remains even when running frameworks on a single node [28] , it is imperative to maximize the efficiency of graph frameworks on existing hardware (in addition to focusing on scale out issues). GraphMat is our solution to bridge this performance-productivity gap in graph analytics.
The main idea of GraphMat is to take vertex programs and map them to generalized sparse matrix vector multiplication operations. We get the productivity benefits of vertex programming while enjoying the high performance of a matrix backend. In addition, it is easy to understand and reason about, while letting users with knowledge of vertex programming a smooth transition to a high performance environment. Although other graph frameworks based on matrix operations exist (e.g. CombBLAS [3] and PEGASUS [19] ), GraphMat wins out in terms of both productivity and performance as GraphMat is faster and does not expose users to the underlying matrix primitives (unlike CombBLAS and PEGASUS). We have been able to write multiple graph algorithms in GraphMat with the same effort as other vertex programming frameworks.
Our contributions are as follows:
1. GraphMat is the first multi-core optimized vertex programming model to achieve within 1.2X of native, hand-coded, optimized code on a variety of different graph algorithms. GraphMat is 5-7X faster than GraphLab [5] & CombBLAS and 1.1X faster than Galois [4] on a single node. It also matches the performance of MapGraph [15] , a recent GPUbased graph framework running on a contemporary GPU.
2. GraphMat achieves good multicore scalability, getting a 13-15X speedup over a single threaded implementation on 24 cores. In comparison, GraphLab, CombBLAS, and Galois scale by only 2-12X over their corresponding single threaded implementations.
3. GraphMat is productive for both framework users and developers. Users do not have to learn a new programming paradigm (most are familiar with vertex programming), whereas backend developers have fewer primitives to optimize as it is based on Sparse matrix algebra, which is a well-studied operation in High Performance Computing (HPC) [35] .
Matrices are fast becoming one of the key data structures for databases, with systems such as SciDB [6] and other array stores becoming more popular. Our approach to graph analytics can take advantage of these developments, letting us deal with graphs as special cases of sparse matrices. Such systems offer transactional support, concurrency control, fault tolerance etc. while still maintaining a matrix abstraction. We offer a path for array processing systems to support graph analytics through popular vertex programming frontends.
Basing graph analytics engines on generalized sparse matrix vector multiplication (SPMV) has other benefits as well. We can leverage decades of research on techniques to optimize sparse linear algebra in the High Performance Computing world. Sparse linear algebra provides a bridge between Big Data graph analytics and High Performance Computing. Other efforts like GraphBLAS [23] are also part of this growing effort to leverage lessons learned from HPC to help big data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides motivation for GraphMat and compares it to other graph frameworks. Section 3 discusses the graph algorithms used in the paper. Section 4 describes the GraphMat methodology in detail. Section 5 gives details of the results of our experiments with GraphMat while Section 6 concludes the paper.
MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
Graph analytics frameworks come with a variety of different programming models. Some common ones are vertex programming ("think like a vertex"), matrix operations ("graphs are sparse matrices"), task models ("vertex/edge updates can be modeled as tasks"), declarative programming ("graph operations can be written as datalog programs"), and domain-specific languages ("graph processing needs its own language"). Of all these models, vertex programming has been quite popular due to ease of use and the wide variety of different frameworks supporting it [28] .
While vertex programming is generally productive for writing graph programs, it lacks a strong mathematical model and is therefore difficult to analyze for program behavior or optimize for better backend performance. Matrix models, on the other hand, are based on a solid mathematical foundation i.e. graph traversal computations are modeled as operations on a semi-ring [3] . CombBLAS [3] is an extensible distributed-memory parallel graph library offering a set of linear algebra primitives specifically targeting graph analytics. While this model is great for reasoning and performing optimizations, it is seen as hard to program. As shown in [28] , some graph computations such as triangle counting are hard to express efficiently as a pure matrix operation, leading to long runtimes and increased memory consumption.
In the High Performance Computing world, sparse matrices are widely used in simulations and modeling of physical processes. Sparse matrix vector multiply (SPMV) is a key kernel used in operations such as linear solvers and eigensolvers. A variety of optimizations have been performed to improve SPMV performance on single and multiple nodes [35] . Existing matrix-based graph analytics operations achieve nowhere near the same performance as these optimized routines. Our goal is to achieve "vertex programming productivity with HPC-like performance for graph analytics".
There have been a large number of frameworks proposed for graph analytics recently, and these differ both in terms of programming abstractions as well as underlying implementations. There has been recent work [28] that has compared different graph frameworks including Giraph [1] and GraphLab [5, 22] which are two popular vertex programming models; CombBLAS [3, 11] , a matrix programming model; Socialite [29] , a functional programming model; and Galois [26, 4, 25] , a task-based abstraction. That paper shows that CombBLAS and Galois generally perform well compared to other frameworks. Moreover, the ability to map many diverse graph operations to a small set of matrix operations means that the backend of CombBLAS is easy to maintain and extendfor example to multiple nodes (Galois does not yet have a multinode version). Hence, in terms of performance, we can conclude that matrix-based abstractions are clearly a good choice for graph analytics. Matrices are becoming an important class of objects in databases. Our technique of looking at graph algorithms as generalizations of sparse matrix algebra leads to a simple way to connect graph stores to array databases. We believe the rise of sparse array based databases will also help the use of graph storage and analytics.
There are other matrix based frameworks such as PEGASUS [19] for graph processing. PEGASUS is based on Map-Reduce and suffers from poor performance due to I/O bottlenecks compared to in-memory frameworks. Other domain specific languages such as GreenMarl [16] purport to improve productivity and performance, but at the cost of a having to learn a new programming language. MapGraph [15] is a graph framework with a vertex programming model that uses GPUs to accelerate graph processing. Some other ways to process graphs include writing vertex programs as UDFs for use in a column store [18] and GraphX [33] (set of graph primitives intended to work with Spark [2] ). The popularity and adoption of vertex based programming models (for instance, Facebook uses Giraph [12] ) establishes the case for vertex-based models over other alternatives.
In this work, we try to adopt the best of both worlds, and we compare ourselves to high performing vertex programming and matrix programming models (GraphLab & MapGraph and CombBLAS respectively). We will focus on comparing GraphMat to GraphLab, CombBLAS, Galois and MapGraph for the reminder of this paper.
ALGORITHMS
To showcase the performance and productivity of GraphMat, we picked five different algorithms from a diverse set of applications, including machine learning, graph traversal and graph statistics. Our choice covers a wide range of varying functionality (e.g. traversal or statistics), data per vertex, amount of communication, iterative vs. non iterative etc. We give a brief summary of the algorithms below.
I. Page Rank (PR): This is an iterative algorithm used to rank web pages based on some metric (e.g. popularity). The idea is compute the probability that a random walk through the hyperlinks (edges) would end in a particular page (vertex). The algorithm iteratively updates the rank of each vertex according to the following equation:
where P R t (v) denotes the page rank of vertex v at iteration t, E is the set of edges in a directed graph, and r is the probability of random surfing. The initial ranks are set to 1.0.
II. Breadth First Search (BFS):
This is a very popular graph search algorithm, which is also used as the kernel by the Graph500 benchmark [24] . The algorithm begins at a given vertex (called root) and iteratively explores all connected vertices of an undirected and unweighted graph. The idea is to assign a distance to each vertex, where the distance represents the minimum number of edges needed to be traversed to reach the vertex from the root. Initially, the distance of the root is set to 0 and it is marked active. The other distances are set to infinity. At iteration t, each vertex adjacent to an active vertex computes the following:
If the update leads to a change in distance (from infinity to t+1), then the vertex becomes active for the next iteration.
III. Collaborative Filtering (CF):
This is a machine learning algorithm used by many recommender systems [27] for estimating a user's rating for a given item based on an incomplete set of (user, item) ratings. The underlying assumption is that users' ratings are based on a set of hidden/latent features and each item can be expressed as a combination of these features. Ratings depend on how well the user's and item's features match. Given a matrix G of ratings, the goal of collaborative filtering technique is to compute two factors P U and P V , each one is a low-dimensional dense matrix. This can be accomplished using incomplete matrix factorization [20] . Mathematically, the problem can be expressed as eq. (3) where u and v are the indices of the users and items, respectively, Guv is the rating of the u th user for the v th item, pu&pv are dense vectors of length K corresponding to each user and item, respectively.
Matrix factorization is usually performed iteratively using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) or Gradient Descent (GD). In each iteration t, GD performs Equation 4 -6 for all users and items. SGD performs the same updates without the summation in equation 5 on all ratings in a random order. The main difference between GD and SGD is that GD updates all the pu and pv once per iteration instead of once per rating as in SGD.
IV. Triangle Counting (TC): This is a statistics algorithm useful for understanding social networks, graph analysis and computing clustering coefficient. The algorithm computes the number of triangles in a given graph. A triangle exists when a vertex has two adjacent vertices that are also adjacent to each other. The technique used to compute the number of triangles is as follows. Each vertex shares its neighbor list with each of its neighbors. Each vertex then computes the intersection between its neighbor list and the neighbor list(s) it receives. For a given directed graph with no cycles, the size of the intersections gives the number of triangles in the graph. When the graph is undirected, then each vertex in a triangle contributes to the count, hence the size of the intersection is exactly 3 times the number of triangles. The problem can be expressed mathematically as follows, where Euv denotes the presence of an (undirected) edge between vertex u and vertex v.
V. Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP): This is another graph algorithm used to compute the shortest paths from a single source to all other vertices in a given weighted and directed graph. The algorithm is used in many applications such as finding driving directions in maps or computing the min-delay path in telecommunication networks. Similar to BFS, the algorithm starts with a given vertex (called source) and iteratively explores all the vertices in the graph. The idea is to assign a distance value to each vertex, which is the minimum edge weights needed to reach a particular vertex from the source. At each iteration t, each vertex performs the following:
Where w(u, v) represents the weight of the edge (u, v). Initially the Distance for each vertex is set to infinity except the source with Distance value set to 0. We use a slight variation on the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm where we only update the distance of those vertices that are adjacent to those that changed their distance in the previous iteration.
We now discuss the implementation of GraphMat and its optimizations in the next section.
GRAPHMAT
GraphMat is based on the idea that graph analytics via vertex programming can be performed through a backend that supports only sparse matrix operations. GraphMat takes graph algorithms written as vertex programs and performs generalized sparse matrix vector multiplication on them (iteratively in many cases). This is possible as edge traversals from a set of vertices can be written as sparse matrix-sparse vector multiplication routines on the graph adjacency matrix (or its transpose). To illustrate this idea, a simple example of calculating in-degree is shown in Figure 1 . Multiplying the transpose of the graph adjacency matrix (unweighted graph) with a vector of all ones produces a vector of vertex in-degrees. To get the out-degrees, one can multiply the adjacency matrix with a vector of all ones. 
Mapping Vertex Programs to Generalized SPMV
The high-level scheme for converting vertex programs to sparse matrix programs is shown in Figure 2 . We observe that while vertex programs can have slightly different semantics, they are all equivalent in terms of expressibility. Our vertex programming model is similar to that of Giraph [1] .
Vertex program

Send message to edges
Process incoming message Reduce
Operate on vertex A typical vertex program has a state associated with each vertex that is updated iteratively. Each iteration starts with a subset of vertices that are "active" i.e. whose states were updated in the last iteration, which now have to broadcast their current state (or a function of their current state) to their neighboring vertices. A vertex receiving such "messages" from its neighbors processes each message separately and reduces them to a single value. The reduced value is used to update the current state of the vertex. Vertices that change state then become active for the next iteration. The iterative process continues for a fixed number of iterations or until no vertices change state (user-specified termination criterion). We follow the Bulk-synchronous parallel model i.e. each iteration can be considered a superstep.
The user specifies the following for a graph program in GraphMat -each vertex has user-defined property data that is initialized (based on the algorithm used). A set of vertices are marked active. The user-defined function SEND MESSAGE() reads the vertex data and produces a message object (done for each active vertex), PROCESS MESSAGE() reads the message object, edge data along which the message arrived, and the destination vertex data and produces a processed message for that edge. The REDUCE() function is typically a commutative function taking in the processed messages for a vertex and producing a single reduced value. APPLY() reads the reduced value and modifies its vertex data (done for each vertex that receives a message). SEND MESSAGE() can be called to scatter along in-and/or out-edges. We found that this model was sufficient to express a large number of diverse graph algorithms efficiently. The addition of access to the destination vertex data in PROCESS MESSAGE() makes algorithms like triangle counting and collaborative filtering easier to express than traditional matrix based frameworks such as CombBLAS. See Section 4.2 for more details. Figure 3 shows an example of single source shortest path executed using the user-defined functions used in GraphMat. We calculate the shortest path to all vertices from source vertex A. At a given iteration, we generate a sparse vector using the SEND MESSAGE() function on the active vertices. The message is the shortest distance to that vertex calculated so far. PROCESS MESSAGE() adds this message to the edge length, while REDUCE() performs a min operation. PROCESS MESSAGE() and REDUCE() together form a sparse matrix sparse vector multiply operation replacing traditional SPMV multiply operation with addition and SPMV addition with min respectively.
Generalized SPMV
As shown in Figures 1 and 3 , generalized sparse matrix vector multiplication helps implement multiple graph algorithms. These examples, though simple, illustrate that overloading the multiply and add operations of a SPMV can produce different graph algorithms. In this framework, a vertex program with PROCESS MESSAGE and REDUCE functions can be written as a generalized SPMV. Assuming that the graph adjacency matrix transpose G T is stored in a Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) format, a generalized SPMV is given in Algorithm 1. We can also partition this matrix into many chunks to improve parallelism and load balancing.
y ← new SparseVector() 3 :
if j is present in x then 5:
7:
We implement SPMV by traversing the non-zero columns in G T . If a particular column j has a corresponding non-zero at position j in the sparse vector, then the elements in the column are processed and values accumulated in the output vector y.
GraphMat's main advantage over other matrix based frameworks is that it is easy for the user to write different graph programs with a vertex program abstraction. With other matrix-based frameworks such as CombBLAS [3] and PEGASUS [19] , the user defined function to process a message (equivalent to GraphMat's PROCESS MESSAGE) can only access the message itself and the value of the edge along which it is received (similar to the example in Figure 1 ). This is very restrictive for many algorithms esp. Collaborative filtering and Triangle counting. In GraphMat, the message processing function can access the property data of the vertex receiving the message in addition to the message and edge value. We have found that this makes it very easy to write different graph algorithms with GraphMat. While one could technically achieve vertex data access during message processing with CombBLAS, it involves non-trivial accesses to the internal data structures that CombBLAS maintains, adding to coding complexity of pure matrix based abstractions. For example with triangle counting, a straightforward implementation in CombBLAS uses a matrix-matrix multiply which results in long runtimes and high memory consumption [28] . Triangle Counting in GraphMat works as two vertex programs. The first creates an adjacency list of the graph (this is a simple vertex program where each vertex sends out its id, and at the end stores a list of all its incoming neighbor id's in its local state). In the second program, each vertex simply sends out this list to all neighbors, and each vertex intersects each incoming list with its own list to find triangles (as described in Section 3-IV). This approach is more efficient and is faster. Similar issues occur with implementing Collaborative Filtering in CombBLAS as well.
Overall framework
The overall GraphMat framework is presented in Algorithm 2. The set of active vertices is maintained using a boolean array for performance reasons. In each iteration, this array is scanned to find the active vertices and a sparse vector of messages is generated. Then, a generalized SPMV is performed using this vector. The resulting output vector is used to update the state of the vertices. If any vertices change state, they are marked active for the next iteration. The algorithm continues for a user-specified maximum number of iterations or until convergence (no vertices change state).
Algorithm 2
y ← SPMV(G, x, P .PROCESS MESSAGE, P .REDUCE)
7:
Reset active for all vertices 8:
for j = 1 to y.length do
9:
v ← y.getVertex(j)
10:
old vertexproperty ← G.getVertexProperty(v)
11:
G.setVertexProperty(v, y.getValue(j), P .APPLY)
12:
if G.getVertexProperty(v) = old vertexproperty then
13:
v set to active
14:
if Number of active vertices == 0 then
15:
break As shown in Algorithm 2, GraphMat follows an iterative process of SEND MESSAGE (lines 3-5), SPMV (line 6), and APPLY (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Each such iteration is a superstep.
We limit GraphMat's vertex programming abstraction to enable more efficient mapping to matrix programming. Specifically, we use one message per vertex as opposed to one message per edge (e.g. Giraph) to avoid memory overflow problems. We have found this abstraction to be sufficient for a large number of algorithms (including local neighborhood centric analysis tasks such as triangle counting). Vertex programs that require vertices to send different messages along different edges can be re-written to send the same message to all edges if the processing is pushed to the PRO-CESS MESSAGE stage. We have found that all vertex programs where vertices only access their immediate neighborhood can be translated into matrix operations.
In addition, GraphMat avoids redundant data copies while generating messages. For example, in triangle counting, the list of neighboring vertices need not be copied multiple times but rather can be passed as pointers to the actual data. This aspect relates to the implementation more than the programming model itself.
GraphMat uses a bulk-synchronous model i.e. in each iteration, the properties of the vertices are read-only and updated only at the end of the iteration. This approach can be slower for certain problems (e.g. graph coloring) as it can take more iterations than fully asynchronous execution. GraphMat also assumes in-memory graph processing, hence does not work on graphs that are too large to fit in main memory.
Data structures
We describe the sparse matrix and sparse vector data structures in this section.
Sparse Matrix
We represent the sparse matrix in the Doubly Compressed Sparse Column (DCSC) format [9] which can store very large sparse matrices efficiently. It primarily uses four arrays to store a given matrix as briefly explained here: one array to store the column indices of the columns which have at-least one non-zero element, two arrays storing the row indices (where there are non-zero elements) corresponding to each of the above column indices and the nonzero values themselves, and another array to point where the rowindices corresponding to a given column index begin in the above array (allowing access to any non-zero element at a given column index and a row index if it is present). The format also allows an optional array to index the column indices with non-zero elements, which we have not used. For more details and examples, please see [9] . The DCSC format has been used effectively in parallel algorithms for problems such as Generalized sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) [10] , and is part of the Combinatorial BLAS (CombBLAS) library [11] . The matrix is partitioned in a 1-D fashion (along rows), and each partition is stored as an independent DCSC structure.
Sparse Vector
Sparse Vectors can be implemented in many ways. Two good ways of storing sparse vectors are as follows: (1) A variable sized array of sorted (index, value) tuples (2) A bitvector for storing valid indices and a constant (number of vertices) sized array with values stored only at the valid indices. Of these, the latter option provides better performance across all algorithms and graphs and so is the only option considered for the rest of the paper. In the SPMV routine in Algorithm 1, line 4 becomes faster due to use of the bitvector. Since the bitvector can also be shared among multiple threads and can be cached effectively, it also helps in improving parallel scalability. The performance gain from this bitvector use is presented in Section 5.
Optimizations
Some of the optimizations performed to improve the performance of GraphMat are described in this section. The most important optimizations improve the performance of the SPMV routine as it accounts for most of the runtime.
1. Cache optimizations such as the use of bitvectors for storing sparse vectors improve performance.
2. Since the generalized SPMV operations (PROCESS MESSAGE and REDUCE) are user-defined, using the compiler option to perform inter-procedural optimizations (-ipo) is essential.
3. Parallelization of SPMV among multiple cores in the system increases processing speed. Each partition of the matrix is processed by a different thread.
4. Load balancing among threads can be improved through better partitioning of the adjacency matrix. We partition the matrix into many more partitions than number of threads (typically, 8 partitions per thread) along with dynamic scheduling to distribute the SPMV load among threads better. Without this load balancing, the number of graph partitions would equal the number of threads.
We now discuss the experimental setup, datasets used and the results of our comparison to other graph frameworks. [15] for performance comparisons. In order to utilize multiple threads on the CPU, GraphMat and Galois use OpenMP only, GraphLab uses both OpenMP and MPI, and CombBLAS uses MPI only. Since Comb-BLAS requires the total number of processes to be a square (due to their 2D partitioning approach), we use 16 MPI processes to run on the 24 cores system (hence 8 cores remain idle). We found that running CombBLAS with 25 MPI processes using 24 cores yields worse performance than running with 16 processes. However the native code, GraphMat, Galois, and GraphLab use the entire system (24 cores). CPU-GPU data transfer times are not considered for MapGraph. Note that we are being favorable to MapGraph by not counting CPU-GPU transfer times.
RESULTS
Experimental setup
GraphLab, being the most popular vertex programming framework using a Gather-Apply-Scatter model, is a useful choice for performance comparisons. CombBLAS meanwhile was chosen as a representative graph framework with a matrix-programming based frontend and backend. Galois and MapGraph were chosen purely for performance reasons as they both perform better than existing frameworks such as GraphLab [25, 15] . We show that GraphMat is more efficient than existing vertex-programming based and matrix-programming based graph frameworks.
Datasets: We used a mix of real-world and synthetic datasets for our evaluations. Real-world datasets include Facebook interaction graphs [32] , Netflix challenge for collaborative filtering [8] , USA road network for California and Nevada [7] , Livejournal, Wikipedia, Delaunay and Flickr graphs from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix collection [14] , Twitter follower graph [21] and Friendster community network [34] . Table 1 provides details of the datasets used, as well as the algorithms run on these graphs.
Since many real-world datasets are small in size, we augmented them with synthetic datasets obtained from the Graph500 RMAT data generator [24] . We adjust the RMAT parameters A,B,C,D depending on the algorithm run (to correspond to previous work). Specifically, following [28] , we use RMAT parameters A = 0.57, B=C= 0.19 (D is always = 1-A-B-C) for generating graphs for Pagerank, BFS and SSSP; and different parameters A = 0.45, B=C =0.15 for Triangle Counting as in [28] . We generate one additional scale 24 graph for SSSP with parameters A=0.50, B=C=0.10 to match with that used in [13, 25] . Finally, for collaborative filtering, we used the synthetic bipartite graph generator as described in [28] to generate graphs similar in distribution to the real-world Netflix challenge graph.
Both real-world and synthetic graphs obtained occasionally need pre-processing for specific algorithms. We first remove self-loops in the graphs. Pagerank and SSSP usually assume all edges in the graph are directed and work directly with the graphs obtained. For BFS, we replicate edges (if the original graph is directed) to obtain processors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel micro-architecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice. Notice revision #20110804 a symmetric graph. For Triangle Counting, the input graph is expected to be directed acyclic; hence we first replicate edges as in BFS to make the graph symmetric and then discard the edges in the lower triangle of the adjacency matrix. Finally, for collaborative filtering, the graphs have to be bipartite; both the Netflix graph and synthetic graph generators ensure this.
We chose the datasets to match those used in previous work [28, 13, 25, 15] so that valid performance comparisons can be made. Not all algorithms were run on all graphs due to some limitations. In particular, triangle counting requires a large amount of memory for all graphs and hence could not be run on large graphs. Wikipedia graph was also used by MapGraph [15] . SSSP was run on a slightly different set of graphs (Flickr, USA road and RMAT24) to facilitate comparisons to other existing work in [13, 25] . Collaborative Filtering requires bipartite graphs and hence datasets chosen for this algorithm are unique. 
Performance Results
We first compare the runtime performance of GraphMat to other frameworks. We demonstrate the performance improvement of GraphMat over a common vertex programming framework (GraphLab [5]), a high performance matrix programming framework (Comb-BLAS [3] ), a high performance task based framework (Galois [4] ) and a GPU-based vertex programming framework (MapGraph [15] ). We then compare GraphMat performance to that of native welloptimized hand-coded implementations of these algorithms that achieve performance limited only by hardware [28] . Finally, we show the scalability of GraphMat as compared to GraphLab, CombBLAS and Galois.
GraphMat vs. Other frameworks
As mentioned in Section 3, we selected a diverse set of graph algorithms, and used different real-world and synthetic datasets for these algorithms (see column "Algorithms" in Table 1 for details) that were selected to be comparable to previous work. We report the time taken to run the graph algorithms after loading the graph into memory (excluding time taken to read the graph from disk). Figure 4 shows the performance results of running GraphMat, GraphLab, CombBLAS, Galois, MapGraph and GraphMat on these algorithms and datasets. The y-axis on these figures are total runtime, except for Pagerank and Collaborative Filtering where each algorithm iteration takes similar time and hence we report time/iteration. Since we report runtimes, lower bars indicate better performance. We explain the gaps in Figure 4 here. We enforced a 4 hour time limit for all runs in Figure 4 . CombBLAS (mostly due to slow I/O) exceeded this time limit on the larger Twitter and Friendster graphs for Pagerank, BFS and SSSP. For triangle counting, CombBLAS runs out of main memory for all graphs except RMAT20. For Pagerank, BFS and SSSP, any missing results for MapGraph indicate that the GPU ran out of memory. Note that the RMAT23 graph used for BFS and SSSP is bidirectional (hence larger) whereas the unidirectional RMAT23 graph for Pagerank fits the GPU memory. MapGraph is unable to run triangle counting and collaborative filtering as its programming model does not allow vertex properties to be arbitrary (dynamically sized) data structures.
We note that GraphMat is significantly faster than both GraphLab and CombBLAS on most algorithms and datasets. GraphMat is faster than Galois and ties with MapGraph on average. As we can see from Figures 4(a) and 4(b), GraphMat is 4-11X faster than GraphLab on both real-world and synthetic datasets for Pagerank and BFS (average of 6.5X for Pagerank and 7.1X for BFS). As has been shown previously [28] on these datasets, CombBLAS performs better than GraphLab due to its better optimized backend, but GraphMat is still 2-4X better than CombBLAS. Compared to Galois, GraphMat is 1.5-4X better on Pagerank and 20% worse on BFS. GraphMat is faster than MapGraph on Pagerank by 10% and is within 50% of MapGraph performance on BFS, despite the vast difference in computing resources available to both of them. (Figure 4(c) ), where intermediate results are so large as to overflow memory or come close to memory limits; CombBLAS fails to complete for real-world datasets and is about 36X slower than GraphMat on the synthetic graph. GraphLab is much better optimized for this algorithm due to the use of cuckoo hash data structures and is only 1.5X slower than GraphMat on average. Galois is 20% faster than GraphMat for triangle counting. On Collaborative Filtering, Figure 4(d) shows that GraphMat is about 7X faster than GraphLab, 4.8X faster than CombBLAS and 1.5X faster than Galois. These four algorithms were also studied in [28] , and our performance results for GraphLab, CombBLAS and Galois closely match the results in that paper.
CombBLAS performs poorly in Triangle Counting
We consider an additional algorithm in this paper (SSSP) to increase the diversity of applications covered. For Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP), GraphMat is about 8-10X faster than GraphLab and CombBLAS (Figure 4(e) ). This difference is larger than ones seen in other algorithms. This arises in part because some of these datasets are such that SSSP takes a lot of iterations to finish with each iteration doing a relatively small amount of work (especially for Flickr and USA-Road graphs). For such computations, GraphMat, which has a small per-iteration overhead performs much better than other frameworks. For the other datasets that do more work per iteration, GraphMat is still 3.6-6.9X better than GraphLab and CombBLAS. Galois performs better than GraphMat on SSSP by 20%. GraphMat is 1.6X faster than MapGraph on SSSP. Table 2 summarizes these results. We see from the table that the geometric mean of the speedup of GraphMat over GraphLab and CombBLAS is about 5-7X and speedup over Galois is about 1.1X over the range of algorithms and datasets. GraphMat's average performance is almost the same as that of MapGraph even without including the time taken to transfer the graph data to GPU over PCI-E. We attribute this fact to MapGraph's inefficient use of GPU resources (especially, memory bandwidth). GraphMat, on the other hand, is optimized to extract the high performance out of the CPU caches and memory. We defer a more detailed discussion of the reasons for this performance difference to Section 5.3. In the next section, we describe how this performance compares to that of hand-optimized code, and then discuss scalability of GraphMat. 
PR BFS
TC CF SSSP Overall GraphLab 6.5 7.1 1.5 7.1 8.2 5.3 CombBLAS 4.1 2.3 36.0 4.8 10.2 6.9 Galois 2.6 0.8 0.8 1.5 0.8 1.1 MapGraph 1.1 0.5 --1.6 1.0
GraphMat vs. Native
We now compare GraphMat performance to that of hand-optimized native implementations. We took the performance results of native PageRank, BFS, Triangle counting, and collaborative filtering implementations from [28] , since we used the same datasets and machines with identical configuration to that work. Table 3 shows the results of our comparison with the geometric mean over all datasets for each algorithm. The table shows the slowdown of GraphMat with respect to native code. We can see that GraphMat is comparable in performance for Pagerank and BFS.
Note that the native performance results from [28] are for Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as opposed to Gradient Descent (GD) for GraphMat. Prior research has shown that SGD is memory bandwidth bound [28] . For both SGD and GD, the number and pattern of reads and writes to memory are exactly the same (updates to both vertices once per edge). In fact, GD is worse as it reads from and writes to different arrays (SGD reads and writes to the same array; array offsets remain identical). We also compare only the time taken per iteration, hence both native implementation and GraphMat do the same amount of work computationally. Table 3 shows that, on average, GraphMat is only 1.2X slower than native code. It should be noted that hand-optimized native code typically requires significant effort to write even for expert users. Moreover, the effort is not usually very portable across algorithms, and very specific tuning has to be done for each algorithm and machine architecture. The efforts described in [28] are indeed difficult to perform for an end-user of a graph framework. However, GraphMat abstracts away all these optimizations from the user who only sees a vertex program abstraction (SSSP example in Figure 3 gives an indication of the effort involved). Hence we are able to get close to the performance of native code with much lower programming effort.
Scalability
As most performance improvements across recent processor generations have come from increasing core counts, it has become important to consider scalability when choosing application frameworks as an end-user. In this context, we now discuss the scalability of GraphMat and compare it to that of GraphLab, CombBLAS and Galois. MapGraph was not considered as it runs on GPU hardware. Figure 5 shows the scalability results for two representative applications -Pagerank and SSSP. Note that the scalability results for the individual frameworks are with respect to their own single thread performance. We see that no framework scales perfectly linearly with cores, but this is expected since there are shared resources like memory bandwidth that limit the scaling of graph workloads. However, among the frameworks, we can see that GraphMat scales about 13-15X on 24 cores, while GraphLab, CombBLAS and Galois only scale about 8X, 2-6X and 6-12X respectively. The trends for other applications are similar. As a result, on future platforms with increasing core counts, we expect GraphMat to continue to outperform GraphLab, CombBLAS and Galois. These scaling results do not completely account for the better performance of GraphMat over GraphLab and CombBLAS; GraphMat performs better than most frameworks even when all frameworks are run on a single thread (for example, single-threaded GraphMat is 2-2.5X faster than CombBLAS and about 8-12X faster than GraphLab). Hence even the baseline for Figure 5 is generally better for GraphMat compared to others. For SSSP alone, Galois has better single thread performance (1.5X) compared to GraphMat as it runs fewer instructions (Section 5.3). However, Galois scales worse than GraphMat for this algorithm. In the next section, we discuss the reasons why GraphMat outperforms other frameworks.
Discussion of performance
To understand the performance of the frameworks, we performed a detailed analysis with hardware performance counters on the CPUbased frameworks. Performance counters are collected for the duration of the application run reported in Figure 4 (graphs with more than a billion edges were excluded). This approach of collecting cumulative counters results in better fidelity than sampling based measurements, particularly when the runtimes are small. Figure  6 shows the collected data for four of the applications on all the frameworks. Since graph analytics operations are mostly memory bandwidth and latency constrained, we focus on counters measuring memory performance. For space reasons, we present only the following key metrics that summarize our analysis:
1. Instructions : Total number of instructions executed during the test run.
Stall cycles :
Total number of cycles CPU core stalled for any reason. Memory related reasons accounted for most of the stalls in our tests.
Read Bandwidth :
A measure of test's memory performance. Write bandwidth is not shown since our tests are mostly readintensive.
Instructions per cycle (IPC) :
A measure of test's overall CPU efficiency.
Of these metrics, well-performing code executes fewer instructions, encounters fewer stalls and achieves high read bandwidth and high IPC.
In general, an increase in instruction count and lower IPC indicates overheads in code such as lack of vectorization (SSE, AVX), redundant copying of data and wasted work. Increased stall cycles and reduced memory bandwidth indicates memory inefficiencies which can be remedied through techniques like software prefetching, removing indirect accesses etc. We find that GraphMat is overall at the top (or second best) for most of these indicators.
From Figure 6 , it is clear that compared to GraphMat, GraphLab and CombBLAS execute significantly more instructions and have more stall cycles. This explains the speedup of GraphMat over both GraphLab and CombBLAS. Even when those frameworks achieve better memory bandwidth than GraphMat (e.g. Collaborative Filtering), the benefits are still offset by the increase in instruction count and stall cycles, implying lots of unnecessary memory loads and wasted work leading to overall slowdown. Galois performs worse than GraphMat for PageRank due to increased instruction and stall cycle count as well. However, Galois performs better than GraphMat on Triangle counting due to better IPC. For Collaborative Filtering, GraphMat has a better IPC and performs better than Galois. For SSSP, Galois uses asynchronous execution (updated vertex state can be read immediately before the end of the iteration) and hence executes fewer instructions, leading to a 1.25X speedup over GraphMat. With GraphMat, the updated vertex state can be read only in the next iteration (bulk synchronous).
We now discuss at a higher level the main reasons why GraphMat performs much better than the other frameworks. With respect to GraphLab, GraphMat supports a similar frontend but maps the vertex programs to generalized sparse matrix operations as described in Section 4. This allows capturing of the global structure of the matrix and allows for various optimizations including better load balancing, efficient data structures and the use of cache optimizations such as global bitvectors. Moreover, similar operations have been well optimized by the HPC community and we leverage some of their work [35] . All these reasons result in more optimized code than a vertex program backend like GraphLab can achieve.
On the other hand, CombBLAS uses a similar matrix backend as GraphMat, but GraphMat still performs about 7X better on average. There are two primary causes for this. The first is a programming abstraction reason: GraphMat allows for vertex state to be accessed while processing an incoming message (as described in Section 4.1), while CombBLAS disallows this. There are two algorithms, namely Triangle Counting and Collaborative Filtering where this ability is very useful both to reduce code complexity and to reduce runtime as discussed previously in Section 4.2.
The second reason for GraphMat to perform better than Comb-BLAS is a better backend implementation. For Pagerank, BFS, and SSSP, the basic operations performed in the backend are similar in GraphMat and CombBLAS. However, we have heavily optimized our generalized SPMV backend as described in Section 4.5.
Compared to GraphMat, Galois' performance differs by 1.1X. Galois is a sophisticated worklist management system with support for different problem-specific schedulers [25] , whereas GraphMat is built on top of sparse matrix operations. There is not a huge performance difference between the two frameworks on a single node. Extending an efficient task-queue based framework like Galois to other systems (co-processors, GPU, distributed clusters etc.) however, is a difficult task. In contrast, sparse matrix problems are routinely solved on very large and diverse systems in the High Performance Computing world. We also note that GraphMat scales better than Galois with increasing core counts. Hence, we believe GraphMat offers an easier and more efficient path to scaling and extending graph analytics to diverse platforms.
We next describe the performance impact of the optimizations described in Section 4.5.
Effect of optimizations
One of the key advantages of using a matrix backend is that there are only a few operations that dictate performance and need to be optimized. In the algorithms described here, most (over 80%) of the time is spent in the Generalized SPMV operation as described in Algorithm 1. The key optimizations performed to optimize this operation are described in Section 4.5. Figure 7 shows the performance impact of these four optimizations for Pagerank (running on the Facebook graph) and SSSP (running on Flickr). The first bar shows the baseline naive single threaded code normalized to 1. Adding bitvectors to store the sparse vectors to improve cache utilization itself results in a small performance gain. However, it enables better parallel scalability. Using the compiler option ofipo to perform inter-procedural optimization results in a significant gain of about 1.5X for SSSP and 1.9X for Pagerank. This third bar represents the best scalar code.
The fourth and fifth bars deal with parallel scalability. The addition of bit-vectors allows for a parallel scalability of about 11.7X and 4.7X on Pagerank and SSSP respectively (without bitvectors, these numbers were as low as 3.9X and 3.4X on Pagerank and From the GraphMat user's perspective, there is no need to understand or optimize the backend in any form. In fact, there is very little performance tuning left to the user (the only tunable ones are number of threads and number of desired matrix partitions).
To summarize, SPMV operations are heavily optimized and result in better performance for all algorithms in GraphMat. If one considers vertex programming to be productive, there is no loss of productivity in using GraphMat. Compared to matrix programming models, there are huge productivity gains to be had. Our backend optimizations and frontend abstraction choices (such as the ability to read vertex data while processing messages) make GraphMat productive without sacrificing any performance.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have demonstrated GraphMat, a graph analytics framework that utilizes a vertex programming frontend and an optimized matrix backend in order to bridge the productivity-performance gap. We show performance improvements of 1.1-7X when compared to other optimized frameworks such as GraphLab, CombBLAS and Galois in addition to scaling better on multiple cores. GraphMat is about 1.2X off the performance of native, hand-optimized code on average and even matches the performance of GPU-based graph frameworks like MapGraph on contemporary GPU hardware despite the large difference in compute resources available to both. For users of graph frameworks accustomed to vertex programming, this provides an easy option for improving performance. Given that GraphMat is based on SPMV, we expect it to scale well from the current single node version to multiple nodes. Furthermore, improvements in single node efficiency translates to fewer nodes used (for a given problem size) and will lead to better cluster utilization. Our optimizations to the matrix backend can be adopted by other frameworks such as CombBLAS as well, leading to better performance no matter the choice of programming model. Our work also
